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Company: David Lloyd Clubs

Location: United Kingdom

Category: office-and-administrative-support

*Receptionist - Dublin* *Would you like to join the largest Health and fitness operator in Europe

with a personal development plan whilst working with a team who have a passion to serve?

* A career with David Lloyd Clubs as a Receptionist is hugely rewarding.

We like to think we have the best environment, the best equipment and the best people.

Alongside this we give you the tools and opportunity to grow and develop, advance, and

progress through our internal training programmes.

*So, what are the benefits of working for David Lloyd Clubs?* As part of the Reception team

you will enjoy a great range of benefits that you’ll be hard pressed to find anywhere

else in the industry: Free Club Membership* for you and your family  Discounts on our products

such as Swimming / Tennis Lessons and Personal Training.

Unlimited 50% discount on food and drinks Opportunity for advancement and career progression

Flexible Shift Patterns Learning and Development Opportunities.

Wagestream App allowing you to be paid on demand Benefits Suite *And what qualifications,

skills and experience do I need?* In this role you might find yourself working across three

different parts of a club, so there is plenty of flexibility and ample opportunity to learn and

develop new skills along the way.

You might find yourself working in our Club Room, on Reception or with children in our

DL Kids Team.

Your responsibilities will vary from serving customers our ‘DLicious’ Menu, greeting our

members when they arrive at the club with a friendly ‘Hello’ or creating fun activities at our

DL Kids parties and holiday camps.
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Whatever team you find yourself working in, providing brilliant customer service is the number

one priority.

What’s great about this job is that you don’t need any experience, as long as you are

someone who loves to work with a smile on your face and a spring in your step we can train

you on everything else you need to be successful.

*So whether you are looking to kick start your career with us for the first time or if you are

now retired and looking to stay active and provide brilliant customer service our members can

count on; we would love to hear from you. * You bring the passion.

We bring the purpose.

We’re more than a Club.

We’re a community.

Be a part of it.

Apply Now
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